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Abstract-A FORTRAN program for the evaluation of the Bessel function J,(x) is presented. The 
method of computation is based on a new series expansion. The features of the computer program 
are portability and low storage requirement, so that it is suitable for a small computer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the Bessel functions J,,(x) arise in many problems of applied mathematics and 
mathematical physics, the development of good computer programs for evaluating J,(x) 
is an important research activity. Several excellent computer programs exist [2,4]. Here we 
present a new FORTRAN subprogram which is especially suitable for minicomputers and 
even microcomputers, since the storage requirement is low. Moreover, it is portable. 
2. A NEW SERIES EXPANSION FOR J,(x) 
We consider the Laplace transform pair 
_Y{(-f~p(2fi)} = exp( - $ -p-1 
where a > 0 is a free real parameter and p > - 1. By inverting the series expansion 
exp 
Oc ak (s - l)k 
s-p-‘=exp(-a) 1 __ 
k&k! Sk+P+’ 
term by term ([3], p. 206), we obtain 
or 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where L?‘(X) is the generalized Laguerre polynomial of degree k [l], form. 22.3.9). 
In (4) a is a free parameter which may be replaced by an arbitrary function - 4(x, p), 
so that 
J,(x) = exp($(x,p>) 
4 - 4$Zp)). (5) 
In order to have a rapidly converging series, we determine 4(x, p) so that the following 
asymptotic equivalence is valid: 
xp 1 
J,(x) - exp(4 (x, P 1) - 0 2 T(p + l)‘P+a. (6) 
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By substituting this asymptotic expression for J,(x) into the Bessel differential equation, 
we obtain a differential equation for 4(x, p) 
xy”+xfZ+(2p + l)y’+x =o. (7) 
The general solution of (7) is 
y(x) = f &XX 
k=O 
where a, is an arbitrary constant, and 
1 
=’ = - 4(p + 1) 
1 
a2 = -32(p + l)*(p + 2)’ 
(9) 
(9a) 
For the remaining coefficients in (8) we have the recurrence relation 
n/2- I 
4n(p +n)a,= -Az~,z- k;. 8k(n -k bk"n-k cn even) 
4n(p +n)U,= - c 8k(n -k)a,a,_,. (n odd) 
k=O 
Since c$(x,p)+O, as p +a, 4(x,p) is given by (8), with a0 = 0. Numerical experiments 
show that it is sufficient to employ only a one-term approximation for c#~(x,p) in (5). 
This yields 
Since f,!$(p + 1) = O(IV”~-‘/~), k +co ([5], p. 198), this series expansion converges for all 
real x > 0. 
The advantage of this series expansion, in comparison with the Maclaurin series 
expansion of J,(x) ([ 11, form. 9.1.10) is that the loss of significant figures is much smaller, 
especially when p > x. 
If in (4) p is replaced by 
the Laguerre polynomials 
we obtain 
p - 1, then, with a = x2/(4p + 4), and using the property of 
JCf- “(X) = LIP’(x) - Ljf’ ,(x) 
J,- 0) = exp( - &)(GyP’$op ‘:,,:;(:1t 4)(&yLy)(p + 1). (12) 
Thus JP_ ,(x) and J,(X) can be evaluated simultaneously in an efficient way using (11) and 
(12). 
3. AN ALGORITHM FOR EVALUATING J,(x) 
The algorithm is based on: 
(i) The new series expansions (11) and (12), where the gamma function is computed 
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by the asymptotic expansion: 
In T(z) N 
( > 
2-i lnz -z +iln(2n)+$-&+&-& 
Z-9 691z-” z-l3 
+iiZ-360360+156’z+co (13) 
in combination with the property r(z + 1) = zT(z). 
(ii) Hankel’s asymptotic expansion ([I], form. 9.2.5, 9.2.9, 9.2.10) 
J,(x) = *XX {P(x) cos(x -pn/2 - n/4) - Q(x) sin(x - ~p/2 - n/4)} (14) 
where 
P(x)- f(- l)k 
k=O 
Q(x)- f (- ljk 
k=O 
This asymptotic expansion will be used only if x 2 x6 where xb is a sufficiently large 
number, dependent on the machine word-length. This dependence must be investigated 
experimentally. We use x, = - 0.6 log c where 6 is the smallest positive number for which 
in the computer 1 + L > 1. 
(iii) The recurrence relation 
J,+ 1(x) - $J,(x, + J,_,(x) = 0 
used in forward (increasing values of p) or backward (decreasing values of p) direction. 
If p I 2 and x 2 xb, J,(x) is approximated by Hankel’s asymptotic expansion (14). 
If x I p, J,(x) is evaluated using the series expansion (11). 
If x 2 xb and 2 <p < x, then J,,(x) and J,,+ 1(x), where p =p - [p] and [p] denotes 
integer part of p, are evaluated using Hankel’s asymptotic expansion and J,(x) is computed 
by forward recursion with J,(x) and J,+,(x) as starting values. 
If x < xb and P < X9 then Jp+~x--p~ + ,(x) and Jp+ Lx-pl(x) are computed using (11) and 
(12) and J,(x) is evaluated by backward recursion. 
4. FORTRAN IMPLEMENTATION 
An implementation BESJP of this algorithm is given in the appendix. It is written in 
Standard FORTRAN for double precision arithmetic. BESJP has been checked with the 
PFORT verifier of Bell Labs. It is almost, but not completely, machine independent. There 
are two machine dependent constants, given in DATA-statements: 
EPMACH: the smallest positive machine number such that (1 .O + EPMACH) . GT. 1 .O. 
ALOGUF: the natural logarithm of the largest positive machine number. 
A single precision version is obtained by removing the double precision declaration, 
replacing the double precision constants by single precision constants and by adjusting the 
value of EPMACH. In the same way an extended precision version can be obtained. 
BESJP underwent the following tests: 
(i) Values of J,(x) for p - :, 0, iv 1, ; and 2 and x = 0, 5, 10, . . . ,100 were produced 
in double precision (16 significant decimal figures) and extended precision (33 significant 
decimal figures) on an IBM 3033 computer. Comparison showed that the double precision 
results have 14-15-16 accurate digits. This accuracy is comparable or even slightly better 
than the accuracy given by the subroutine JBESS written by Amos et a1.[2]. 
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Table 1. Results of test (ii) 
X evaluation of (15) evaluation of (?6), for p = 1/2 
1 6.0 D-16 -3.5 D-16 
2 6.7 D-16 -1.9 3-16 
5 5.6 D-16 -1.6 D-1: 
10 2.1 D-16 -9.9 D-17 
20 -8.0 D-16 -6.3 D-i6 
50 6.5 D-16 8.9 D-16 
100 3.8 D-15 2.8 D-15 
150 -1.7 D-13 -1 .7 D-13 
200 -1.2 D-11 6.4 D-12 
(ii) The following series 
and 
(15) 
which have sum equal to zero, were evaluated. All Bessel function values in (15) and (16) 
were computed by BESJP in double precision on a PDP 1 l/60 computer 
(EPMACH = 0.3d-16). The series were truncated as soon as the sum no longer changed 
by adding more terms. 
Results for selected values of x and p are displayed in Table 1. 
These results are very satisfactory in the range 0 5 x I 100. For x > 100 the accuracy 
deteriorates. The reason is that for larger values of x and p > x, the evaluation of (11) and 
(12) suffers from a greater loss of significance. 
The same tests were carried out on an Apple II-microcomputer in single precision and 
similar results were obtained. 
CONCLUSION 
BESJP produces accurate values of J,(x), for - 1 <p < 100. For increasing values of 
x in the region x > 100, p > x, the accuracy decreases, due to a loss of significant digits. 
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APPENDIX 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BESJPcX,P) 
C 
C COMPUTATION OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION J(X,P) OF ORDER P 
C LIMITATION X.GE.0 AND P.GT.C-11 
C BESJP RETURNS THE VALUE ZERO IF X.LT.0 OR P.LE.(-1) OR 
C IF (X.EQ.O AND P.LT.O) 0R 
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WHEN THE VALUE OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION WOULD CAUSE AN UNDERFLOW 
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DOUBLE PRECISION A,AI,AK,AL,ALOGUF,BL,DABS,DCOS,DEXP,DLOG,DSIN, 
z DSQRT,EPMACH,FF,FI,p,PI,pP,PN,QN,S,SlGN,U,UB,UU,Ul,V,X,XB,XX, 
‘: Y,Yl,Y2 
INTEGER I,K,L,NP,NU,NUB,NUM 
THE CONSTANTS DEFINED IN THE FOLLOWING DATA STATEMENTS ARE 
MACHINE DEPENDENT 
ALOGUF IS THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE LARGEST MACHINE NUMBER 
EPMACH IS THE SMALLEST POSITIVE NUMBER SO THAT (l+EPMACH).GT.l 
DATA ALOGUF/1.70D+OZ/ 
DATA EPMACH/?. OD-16/ 
DATA pI/3.14159265358979323846264338327950288D+oo/ 
BESJP = O.OD+OG 
IF(X.EQ.O.OD+OO.AND.P.EQ.O.OD+OO) BESJP = l.OD+OO 
IF(X.LE.O.OD+OO.OR.P.LE.(-l.OD+OO)) GO TO 110 
XB = -6.OD-Ol=DLOG(EPMACH) 
1FCX.GE.XB.AND.P.LT.x) GO TO 60 
NP = X-p 
PP = NP 
IF(NP.GT.0) U = P+PP+l.OD+OO 
IF(NP.LE.0) U = p 
COMPUTATION OF THE LOGARITHM OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION 
uu = u 
AL = O.OD+OO 
NUB = 10 
IF(EPMACH.LT.l.OD-17) NUB = SO 
UB = NUB 
IF(U.GE.UB) GO TO 20 
NU = u 
L = NUB-NU 
BL = L 
uu = U+BL 
S = l.OD+OO 
DO 10 K = l,L 
AK = K 
S = S”(U+AK) 
10 CONTINUE 
AL = DLOG(S) 
20 A = 2.5D-Ol~~X=X/(U+l.OD+OO) 
xx = l.OD+OO/(UU+1.0D+00)r=Z 
FI F ((((((XX/l.56D+O2-6.9lD+O2/3.6O36OD+OS~~XX+l.OD+OO/l.l88D+O3~ 
:: =XX-1.OD+00/1.680D+O3)XXX+1.OD+00/1.260D+O3)~XX-l.OD+OO/3,6D+O2) 
:: “XX+1.OD+00/1.2D+01)/(UU+l.OD+OO) -AL 
FF = -FI-A+U”DLOG(S.OD-O1”X)+UU=(1.OD+OO-DLOG(UU+l.OD+OO~~+l.OD+OO 
z -5.OD-Ol~DLOG(2.0D+OO=PI~(UU+l.OD+OO~) 
IF(-FF.GT.(ALOGUF-l.OD+Ol)) GO TO 110 
FF = DEXP(FF) 
C EVALUATION OF THE SERIES EXPANSION 
V = l.OD+OO 
Yl = O.OD+OO 
BESJP = l.OD+OO 
S = U-A 
DO 30 I = 2,200 
AI = I 
Y2 = A=(Y1=(AI+AI-2.OD+00)-V~A~/(AI~(AI+U~) 
BESJP = BESJP+Y2 
S = S+(U-A+AI)“Y2 
IF(X.LT.l.OD-Ol.AND.DABS(Y2).LT.(l.OD-O2~EPMACH)) GO TO 40 
IF((l.OD+Ol/EPMACH)~(U-A+AI)~(DABS(Yl)+DABS(Y2)).LT.DABS(S)) 
= GO TO 40 
v = Yl 
Yl F Y2 
30 CONTINUE 
40 BESJP = BESJP=FF 
IF(NP.LE.0) GO TO 110 
C START OF BACKWARD RECURSION (WHEN X.LT.XB AND P.LT.X) 
xx = 2.OD+OO/X 
V F SXXX=FF 
DO 50 K = l,NP 
AK = K 
Y = XX=(U-AK)=V-BESJP 
BESJP = V 
V=Y 
50 CONTINUE 
BESJP = V 
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GO TO 110 
C COMPUTATION WHEN X.GE.XB AND P.LT.X 
60 NUM = 1 
IF(P.GT.Z.OD+OO) NUM = 2 
NP F P 
PP = NP 
uu = P-PP+l.OD+OO 
IF(NUM.EQ.l) UU = P 
00 90 K = ~,NUM 
AK =K 
U = UU+l.OD+OO-AK 
C HANKEL'S ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION 
V = l.OD+OO 
Ul = 4.0D+OO"U=U 
XX = 8.00+00=X 
= l.OD+OO 
$i = O.OD+OO 
SIGN = l.OD+OO 
AI = -l.OD+OO 
DO 70 I = 1,100 
AI = AI+2.00+00 
AK = 2.OD+OO=AI-l.OD+OO 
V = V=(Ul-AK=AK)/(AIxXX) 
IFCDABS(V).LT.EPMACH) GO TO 80 
QN = QN+SIGN=/ 
AK = AK+P.OD+OO 
V = V=(Ul-AK"AK)/((AI+l.OD+OO)xXX) 
IF(DABS(V>.LT.EPMACH> GO TO 80 
SIGN = -SIGN 
PN = PN+SIGNxV 
70 CONTINUE 
80 FI F X-(S.OD-Ol"U+2.50-01)xPI 
Yl q DSQRT(2.OD+OO/(PI~X~~~~PN~DCOS(FI)-QN~DSIN~FI)) 
IF(K.EQ.l) Y2 = Yl 
90 CONTINUE 
BESJP = Y2 
IF (NUM.EQ.l) GO TO 110 
C START OF FORWARD RECURSION (WHEN X.GE.XB AND P.GT.Z AND P.LT.X) 
XX = 2.00+00/X 
DO 100 K = 2,NP 
BESJP = XX"UU"YZ-YI 
UU = UU+l.OD+OO 
Yl = Y2 
Y2 = BESJP 
100 CONTINUE 
110 RETURN 
END 
